
Uphill both ways….September 25, 2020 
 
Heaven-sent 'Cats: 
 
**Fall may show itself next week.   A bit chillier, in particular Monday - thanks for keeping 
our learners safe, reminding to grab a coat, sweatshirt or sweater this next week. 
 
**A month of school is in the books.   Grateful to you and this wonderful community for 
staying the course.  Our mantra here - "Mask up, Wash up, Distance up.  Covid 
down!"   Your advocacy has certainly allowed us to continue and assist learning in the best 
way.   As you can see by the Brookings District Covid dashboard or in the Register daily, we 
have had two positive cases so far(one was earlier and has since recovered and one this past 
week).  In each case, the procedures in place and the diligence of our staff, students and 
community limited the close contact, and thus the need for little quarantine.   That is not 
luck, it is your attentive support.  Thanks to every one of you. 
 
**We are 18 days until the end of the first quarter - so a bit past mid-way.   Do not hesitate 
to ask our facilitators of your learner's progress.    
 
**Calendar planning - October 9 - no school for staff development.  October 12 - no school. 
 
**Breakfast protocols - students may enter the building for breakfast now at 7:35.  We seat 
them, distanced, in the lunch room until 7:50.  At 7:50, when all students are allowed to 
enter the building,  students grab breakfast and head to their home rooms.   If your learner 
is eating breakfast, you can certainly drop off a bit earlier if you wish. 
 
**We all find romance and prevarication when relating the challenges of our 
generation.   Trekking to school in cold weather that froze our tongues to the very air itself, 
stumbling to school on streets that melted our soles(and our souls), getting up even before we 
went to bed to have time to make it to school, and of course we had to walk to school, uphill, 
both ways.   We may exaggerate a bit, to contrast how much harder we had it then our 
children...well, it may be hard to don that medal of strained endeavor for our past eras. Our 
children are living a time of incredible obstacle, struggle and confinement of their kid-dom, 
their childhood right of exploration.  My heart hurts some days at the boundaries we must 
follow to stay safe that distance our kids from the interactions and joy of social growth and 
experiment schools have always provided.  But just as we endured the weather and time and 
scaling of mountains to get to school, our kids are showing their resilience and finding ways to 
celebrate school and life.   We may have to defer to them, however, they really are having to 
tread uphill both ways.  That continual, daily formidable hike is and will engender unusual 
strength and tools to attack any future hurdles.   And in that, they win, as they grow...and they 
will win the generational storytelling.  They won't even have to embellish or hyperbolize.  They 
are living it and it will show in who they become.  Fearless.  Calm.  Kind. 



 
Loyal and willing servant to the Camelot and Brookings Community Kevin 
 


